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Résumé: La perspective systémique et complémentaire de l’approche à la théorie
littéraire est motivée principalement dans le contexte du concept des migrations, de la
mobilité du vocabulaire opérationnel, des contaminations bilatérales discursives, à partir
de la théorie jusqu’à la psychologie de la réception, l’esthétique, la philosophie, la
sociologie, et dans l’autre sens, à partir de la théorie des actes de parole, le pragmatisme,
l’histoire des idées et des mentalités, et aussi à partir des sciences culturelles vers les
sciences de la littérature. Par conséquent, les théories hybrides et les perspectives
éclectiques, en tant que symptômes de la pensée postmoderne, se reflètent  aussi sur la
façon dont la littérature et la théorie littéraire sont comprises et enseignées, en ajustant
des structures didactiques, en accordant le système éducatif aux nouveaux impératifs des
ouvertures du programme, en conformité avec les exigences spécifiques pour l’application
et l’utilisation de ces compétences. Un élément définitoire de ce processus réside dans
le traitement interdisciplinaire des contenus et implique à la fois le développement des
compétences nécessaires à l’assimilation critique des concepts, des théories et du
métalangage spécialisé, et, en outre, à la stimulation de la connaissance exploratoire et
de la pensée problématisante à travers des pratiques pédagogiques dont l’objectif est
d’induire une compréhension dynamique dans le travail sur les textes, les catégories et
les théories à étudier.

Keywords: the didactics of literary theory, Postmodernism, multiculturalism, pre-
university and university education

The object of my research is to identify methods appropriate to the study of literary
theory and to bring the meta-language of theory closer to the reader by facilitating an
understanding of its basic concepts, from a critical and participative perspective, in keeping
with the goals set by the curricula reform in pre-university and university education.
Adjusting literary research to these goals means integrating the discipline of literary theory
into the complex system of communication sciences and also in the broader field of
humanistic sciences (aesthetics, history, philosophy, art). Postmodernist culture determines
this interdisciplinary, complementary perspective, causing literary theory to undergo
fundamental changes and also producing a shift in the way it relates to its conceptual
system, to its forms/types of discourse (e.g. Jonathan Culler, St. Santerres-Sarkany).

The systemic and complementary perspective of the approach to the theory of literature
is motivated mainly in the context of concept migration, of the mobility of the operational
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vocabulary, of bilateral discursive contaminations, both from theory to the reception
psychology, aesthetics, philosophy, sociology, and the other way round, from speech-act
theory, pragmatics, the history of ideas and mentalities, from cultural sciences towards
the sciences of literature. Consequently, hybrid theories and eclectic perspectives, as
symptoms of Postmodern thinking, also reflect upon the way literature and literary theory
are understood and taught, adjusting didactic structures, tuning the educational system
to the new imperatives of curricula apertures, in keeping with the specific requirements
for applying and working with these competencies. 

A discipline which, in the traditional sense, was pedagogically oriented to embrace,
in an integrated, inclusive and structured way, the formal issues defining literature, theory,
in its modern didactic tenure, no longer claims to be exhaustive and absolute (a crucial
mutation signalled, among others, by Murray Krieger, Jonathan Culler, Marcel Corniş-
Pop, Mircea Martin), but instead focuses on comparative systematisations, on the com -
plementary, theoretical and practical treatment of contents. This endeavour needs to be
given priority in the context of reforming high school and university education, while the
didactic activities to be designed, the teaching and learning strategies and methods to be
worked out, the assessment forms to be drafted naturally undergo a process of adjustment
to the goals of current education. A defining element of this process resides in the
interdisciplinary treatment of contents and implies both the development of the necessary
skills to critically assimilate the concepts, theories and specialised meta-language, and,
moreover, the stimulation of exploratory knowledge and problematic thinking through
pedagogical practices whose aim is to induce a dynamic comprehension in working with
the texts, categories and theories under study. Therefore, the most efficient way to achieve
these objectives is either to turn the academic lecture into an interactive course, or to
constantly bridge the student’s role as an auditor and his role as a locutor, which can be
achieved in class – provided that the students are informed beforehand about the topic
of the following debate or are given some helping material, an outline of the issues to be
approached – and all the more so during seminar debates. These learning situations redirect
the students from being exclusively concerned with assimilation to being creative, as 
they learn theory from examples they are called themselves to select and produce (e.g.
insolitation models by creating prose poems, riddles, parodies and pastiches), by
spotting nuances and offering reinterpretations, even by generating exaggerations/fake
leads for interpretation, errors and re-evaluations, all these with a view to correcting
opinions and understanding things from the play of ideas in dialogue. 

Developing the necessary competencies/skills to perform an intellectual activity, to
store theoretical models and operate with meta-languages centres the current didactic
endeavour mainly on re-evaluation and reinterpretation, on the critically assumed act.
In this way, the students will understand that besides the modular ordering of information,
besides reading requirements and the technicalities of learning, the skills aimed
at/formed by the theory of literature represent in fact the prerequisites for understanding
the cultural dynamics, not only the literary one; these skills go beyond the sphere of
humanistic disciplines, intellectually rallying the subject to cultural debates, giving credit
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to the force of arguments and the courage of visions. Theory – according to the project
based on flexible, open, critical and creative didactic structures – sets forth a twofold
perspective: based on abstractizations, it reopens the debate over “the hard categories”
of literature, a speculative dialogue seemingly barren and impersonal; motivated by the
evolving forms, by the shifts in sensibility, it will also have a dynamic orientation, due
to fluctuations in taste (which occur in the field of aesthetics), due to the changes and
variations of the critical mind (determined by the theoretical and philosophical discourse,
the speculative and dogmatic history, the history of ideas). Hence, the theory of
literature needs to be rediscussed contextually, from an interdisciplinary perspective; it
stands today as a summation of theories, as a meta-discourse whose effects are outside
the traditional discipline, as a science of an incomplete adventure, always under the empire
of renewing artistic forms, of long-range modulations, of refined analytical methods. 

The Theory of Literature – a Formative Discipline

Seen from these perspectives, the theory of literature becomes a discipline that frees
itself from its apparent claim to autotelic existence and rethinks its research object and
methods, in an attempt to gain more concreteness, to be not just assertive, evaluative and
categorial, but also to get involved in the cultural dialogue, to take part in the issues 
and the dynamics of humanistic sciences and not only, providing a meta-language to
communication sciences, to arts and publicity, social sciences and the history of ideas,
applying its own basic practices, the critical and ordering, hermeneutic and creative
operations, “challenging ‘common sense’” and questioning the thinking stereotypes
hatched by humanistic/literary research: “As a critique of common sense and exploration
of alternative conceptions, theory involves a questioning of the most basic premisses or
assumptions of literary study, the unsettling of anything that might have been taken for
granted” (Culler 4-5). Let’s not forget that, in the early 20th century, the writers themselves
used to promote this spirit of dialogue between literature, arts and theoretical speculation:
the Avant-gardists, on the one hand, then Paul Valéry and T. S. Eliot, on the other, mingle
theory with art; Ezra Pound initiates us into the ABC of Reading, sketching, in just a few
pages, a lesson in the history of forms, a pedagogy of the reception and production of
literary values; Fernando Pessoa, in a testamentary kind of letter, unveils the genesis and
theory of heteronyms, an implicit vision on the fractal representation of literature/culture.
These poets-theoreticians of Modernism provided the theories on the imperso -
nalisation/depersonalisation of the poetical instance with fundamental models, such as
the theory of the objective correlative, that of the personae, that of the heteronyms.
Therefore, in the section literary theory assigns to the relationship between work and
biography, between artistic self (fictional, metaphysical) and empirical self (real,
biographic), between Model Author (understood by Umberto Eco as a textual strategy
enforced by writing) and biographic presence, what I had in mind was that the fragments
dedicated to the seminar study should illustrate this process not only conceptually (I am
referring to the process of depersonalization, as illustrated in the writings of the French
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Modernist poets analysed by Hugo Friedrich, the process of dehumanization – Ortega y
Gasset – or “the death of the author”, as Barthes put it), but also through the concrete forms
which these equivalent concepts take in the work of Baudelaire, Rimbaud, or in Mallarmé’s
letters. Thus, I managed to create a framework for heuristic conversation, in order to
establish the person/persona borderlines and to make visible the difference between the
biography of the person and the biography of the work, between the self-portrait with
documentary value and the one with spiritual and poetical value. 

The assimilation of these concepts was based on the problem-seeking method; on the
comparative analysis of the hypostases of the subject in Romantic literature, in Modernist
poetry and in the writings of poets who draw on their biographies; on understanding the
differences between the masks suggested by each and every poet; on being aware that
literature sets out models of existence, building various mechanisms to represent the self.
The selection of the texts for the seminar discussions, which prepared and implicitly pushed
ahead the debates, was done so as to show the diversity of expression, to illustrate the
fact that this effort to define one’s self in the work or to change/to lose one’s self in the
creative process does not depend organically on the poetical form, on the structure and
nature of the text or the attitude of the writer. Poetry or prose poems, letters or diary pages,
literary manifestos or mere anecdotes can become the didactic material based on which
nuanced distinctions are made in order to grasp the relationships literature activates
between the writer and his work, between the writer and his fictional-poetical projections,
between the writer and his audience. 

Successful reading and interpretation practices rely on the reader’s twofold orientation,
on the guided or voluntarily assumed alternation as a two-layer methodical exercise: 
“the naive intake and the critical performance, participation and reflection of the self”
(Corniş-Pop). Starting from these premises, the students were asked to carry out some
tasks whose effect was progressively generated, in step with the teacher’s punctual and
specific intervention in their way of reading, of understanding the texts selected for debate.
If in the beginning they were given freedom to go over the text in their own way, at the
following seminars the reading was guided by questions which stimulated their interest
and directed their attention towards certain issues, and required comparisons between
texts/visions/categories/ideas/theories1. Making the reading goals explicit is what
accounts for a successful didactic activity; moving from selecting, quoting, rephrasing,
the students will be guided in the debate towards explaining, conceptualising, arguing,
classifying, so that, through the reflexive act stimulated by working in pairs/small groups
or through individual research (within a timeframe) they might be able to apply and to
transfer the information and even to work out new perspectives, hypotheses, theories, to
make up categories, operational systems, descriptors of literary phenomena.

Another suitable vista for the didactics of literary theory, accessed in order to
systematise reception theories and to familiarise students with the typologies of readers
and the reading modes, had as starting point an essay on the topic: “I, the Reader”, after
the homonymous title of Ioana Em. Petrescu’s study (an excellent archaeological study
on the writer-work-reader concepts, a study in cultural history tracing this equation and
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its mutations from the Middle Ages to Postmodernism). The students were asked to assess
themselves as readers in various situations, to qualify, as sincerely as possible, their
personal mode of reading – preferences, obstacles encountered, failures – and, finally, to
write up a short intellectual confession disclosing whether or not they had reached that
“reading consciousness” stirred up by a revealing encounter with a work/a character. The
findings of these essays (partially conveyed at the seminar) enabled us not only to
investigate individual concerns, to analyse the way in which a book gets chosen, the
motivations and objectives of reading, but also to organise debates, to involve students
in problem-seeking activities, with a view to enabling them to become aware of and then
to generalise, from their own reading experiences, the difference between the presumptive
and the real reader, between the targeted and the virtual reader, between the “alter ego”
and the implied reader. The relation with the typological categories set by Professor Paul
Cornea could also be motivated here by the drive to know oneself, not only as a didactic
requirement, involving the student in an exercise aimed to acknowledge the existence of
and identify with the specific roles of lucid and active reader. All these exploratory self-
searching stages to be found in these hypostases of the naive or motivated, amateurish
or specialised, well-established or prejudiced reader (“the guilty conscience” of the Modern
reader, in Ioana Petrescu’s outlook or the unfaithful conscience, according to Manolescu)
will prepare the natural, apparently spontaneous assimilation of the classifications and
typologies generated by semiotics and communication studies (Umberto Eco), reception
theories (Wolfgang Iser, H.-R. Jauss, St. Santerres-Sarkany), the theory and practice of
reading (Paul Cornea), the criticism of identification (Georges Poulet, J.-P. Richard, 
J. Starobinski), hermeneutics and philosophy (Paul Ricœur, Gianni Vattimo, Susan 
Sontag). These methods based on complementary and alternative didactic approaches, 
on inductive-comparative, analogical and practical learning models, involve the edu cational
process, arouse interest and finally coordinate didactic and cognitive activities that 
will reveal the mechanisms for successfully understanding and interpreting literature and
its theory. 

If it were to remain in the didactics of modern literary theory, the dogmatic (or
expositive) method (the terminology belongs to J. Vial, Histoire et actualité des méthodes
pédagogiques, 1987) should only be kept like an exhibit in a museum; the dogmatic
method blocks the student’s intervention, given the fact that the dominant role is played
by the teacher, the absolute owner of truth. Nevertheless, there are contents, theoretical
models, critical methods that cannot be assimilated by means of deduction or through the
direct appeal to the student’s previous knowledge experience. Alternating the expositive
and Socratic methods, based on dialogue, collaboration, and on the student’s active
involvement in unravelling the contents, will instil dynamism into the educational process,
will facilitate the understanding and assimilation of these issues (e.g. the study of genres,
the history of forms, stylistics and poetics). The literary theory modules, which are
instrumental to understanding operational concepts such as “poetic language” – “scientific
language”, “transitive” – “reflexive”, tradition – innovation, the functions of language and
communication, the forms and functions of literature, “defamiliarisation”, “literarity”,
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“self-referentiality”, “literary canon”, “anti-canon”, etc., can benefit from an alternative
and complementary methodological treatment, engaging the student in a cooperation-based
heuristic activity. These composite scenarios will employ active and non-directive methods
appropriate to the critical and creative acquisition of knowledge. As Roland Barthes said,
“the goal of literary work (of literature as work) is to make the reader no longer a consumer,
but a producer of the text” (qtd. in Corniş-Pop 7). According to the desiderata postulated
by Wolfgang Iser’s reading theory – centred on the ideal of promoting a type of active
reader, able to fill in the blanks of the text, to ensure consistence by means of his freedom
to construe perspectives, rearticulating the order and creating meaning –, the didactics of
literary theory sets as its key objective to form and trans-form the reader by means of
variegated activities whose goals are: developing the skills for performing intellectual
activities; exercising critical and interpretive skills and developing the ability to build an
argument; raising the sense of responsibility towards the content/the critical perspective
to be reached; fuelling the research team activities; teaching students how to accept
divergent opinions and cultivating the spirit of critical thinking and cooperation. The
learning methods based on cooperation, simulation and project-building fully and
concretely manifest themselves at the seminars dedicated to literary history and criticism,
to the applied critical models and schools, to anti-literature or meta-literature. To this 
end, students will be divided into study groups; some will present the project and goals
of literary history in the lineage of Călinescu, Genette, Jauss, and then they will draw up
an ideal meta-model/a profile of the historian to be derived from the theories presented,
while the others – systematically approaching the respective bibliography – will cast 
into concepts the ideal, abstract profile of the literary critic. All these operations, based
on argumentation and transfer, on the adjustment to the context of Romanian criticism
and on the construction of a meta-model, will enable the students to successfully tackle
the tasks. 

An in-depth study of meta-literature/anti-literature and their mechanisms, for instance,
can make use of the non-directive method which guarantees an exciting endeavour due
to its applicative options: it can work either individually, in a differentiated way, the student
being asked to read a meta-novel of his choice from a given list, and afterwards to write
a review/an invitation for reading or a study in which intertextual and metatextual practices
are fathomed and critically interpreted; or collectively, during the seminar, a team/group
will construe a meta-text, the parody or the pastiche of a fairy tale, a short story or a novel.
The activity can be carried out in a single didactic unit, if the requirement is to rewrite
short narrative species, accessible poetical forms, with their immediate synchronous
recording (otherwise the spontaneity and cooperation, the free play of associations are
diluted (e.g. rewriting the scheme of the fantastic fairy tale, according to Propp’s monotypic
structure, was successful only when the students knew they were not being recorded); in
the case of extended forms, the work will be distributed over a semester or even longer;
however, the team’s findings have to be assessed periodically. 

Apart from the critical, theoretical texts they write during their didactic activities, the
students are stimulated and led to exercise certain practical and creative skills, to work
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on functional texts (such as news, advertisements, posters), poetical texts (exercises in
creative writing, the practice of defamiliarisation in an incipient poetry of colours or
objects), meta-texts (parodic texts, recorded/collected from various cultural environments,
critical, polemical texts, etc.), activating theoretical knowledge and issues related to style,
discursive construction, and transferring them onto a concrete level. 

From naive to well-versed reading, from the unselective intake of information to the
research and survey focused on centres of interest, from the moment of identification to
transgression, to the reactive, critical and polemic reading, to the rewriting and
reconstruction of hypotheses, to demonstration and theoretical argumentation, the
student is asked to learn and to learn how to understand, to be informed and to form himself
(through reading, analysis and the comparison of models, reviews, studies, essays written
by him or by others). He is called to assess himself and to assess the others, to cooperate
with the text and to raise questions.  

In conclusion, the methods to acquire literary theory and concepts should put the
students in real, concrete, dynamic learning situations, based not so much on passive
observation and recording of information, but mainly on analysis and self-analysis, on
critical reading and interpretation. From the status of naive receptacle, the student will
be asked to join the debate, to become himself a producer of new perspectives. The active-
participative methods help him focus his interest on topical issues (literature and publi -
city, literature and filmmaking, meta-literary relations, myth-recycling situations, etc.).
Students are engaged in activities whose success depends on teamwork (making/applying/
interpreting questionnaires on specialized issues or of general interest – e.g. Do we still
read? What & how do we read? What do we read?). The seminar debates will strive to
make the most of the information gathered in the form of assignments such as essays,
studies, research papers.

From a didactic perspective, the key objective of the theory of literature is to develop
the interpretation skills and the intellectual processes which enable us to conduct critical
analyses and syntheses, to rewrite texts, by applying reading/rereading strategies, by
stimulating creativity and imagination. Once they become aware of the literary pedagogy
models (based on rereading and critical and creative rewriting), critically internalise the
various interpretation methods, examine and re-examine their own reading modes, their
own comments, opinions, research work, students will have the motivation and ability
to react positively to changes, to adapt themselves to the critical and intercultural dialogue
with an exploratory, self-aware attitude. The theory of literature provides situations not
only for the formation of savoir-type competencies but mainly for the formation of
procedural and pragmatic skills (savoir-faire), pushing forth and structuring the reader’s
genuine dialogue with the issues raised by literature, with the variegated texts and theories,
with the world, and last but not least, with one’s own self (savoir-être, adopting and
accounting for attitudes, ideologies, thinking/conduct models, argumentation styles). In
this way, the didactics of literary theory is, among other things, striving to form com -
petencies and to stimulate/detect performance, and also to make us aware that, by
debunking the commonplaces/clichés of the critical discourse and by questioning
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theoretical stereotypes, we acquire a better, more informed and genuine way of relating
to cultural aspects in general. Creating “meta-capacities” (Ph. Perrenoud, P. Martin-Peris),
literary theory enables us to become acquainted with a certain modus operandi which turns,
through active and interdisciplinary didactic strategies, into a over-ordained capacity proper
to the subject willing to engage in intercultural dialogue. 

Following in the footsteps of René Wellek, who stated that the object of the critic’s
concerns is the literary work, which “is not only value-impregnated, but is itself a structure
of values” (15), it can be said that the basic concern of literary theory and its didactic
concrete form is to turn the purely speculative, self-sufficient value of the
theories/theoretical systems built so far into a network of formative-informative functions,
into an integrated value of the Postmodern performance of dialogic thinking, trans-
disciplinarity and multiculturalism. 

NOTE

1 For example, G. Călinescu’s theoretical metaphor in his study “The Technique of Literary Criticism and
History” – the critic, “a failed writer” – was submitted to a reassessment in a comparative debate with the
theoretical metaphor employed by Matei Călinescu, in his essay “Thoughts on Literary Criticism”: „Whereas
the poet has wings that he flutters in a dazzling way, flying over wide spaces, the real critic, walking austerely
along the geometrical avenues of science, has, under his modest appearance, ingrown wings: wings that open
up to the world of ideas enabling him to retrace, on another level, the poet’s mysterious itinerary” (Călinescu
328-332).
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